
INVISIBLE MAN CHARACTER ANALYSIS

Detailed analysis of Characters in H.G. Wells's The Invisible Man. Learn all about how the characters in The Invisible
Man such as Griffin and Marvel contribute.

Mary Rambo Mary steps into the narrator's life after he leaves the hospital and is feeling faint. The vet One of
the shellshocked veterans at the Golden Day tavern. Following are brief descriptions of the key characters,
listed in order of their appearance in the novel. He then stays in an inn that is owned and run by the husband
and wife George and Janny Hall. Dying with bitter words on his lips, the narrator feels his grandfather has
never understood humanity but cannot help but be haunted by his words and the meaning which seemed to
flow from them. While studying, he stumbles across formulae that would make body tissues invisible. Science
without Humanity - Although Wells does not have his characters elaborate on this idea, the concept is
represented in the character of Kemp as well as in Griffin himself. Elizabeth's Hospital, a mental institution in
Washington, D. Brockway The next boss at the plant, Brockway is used to working alone, filling the job of
engineer by virtue of his having worked at the factory for so long and knowing it so well. Unfortunately, a
white benefactor of the college was his undoing. By wearing dark green shades and a big hat for a disguise,
people in the streets recognize him as the man Rinehart. Bledsoe have attempted to continue. Primarily an
albino college student , he changes his area of study from medicine to physics and then becomes interested in
refractive indexes of tissue. Although Supercargo is officially charged with keeping order at the Golden Day,
it is Big Halley who ultimately maintains control. Throughout the story, the narrator tries to deal with being an
invisible man, a person that the white man can simply ignore. She is an easy choice for the narrator because
she was a lonely, misunderstood married woman who was often quite tipsy at Brotherhood functions. Finally,
he shows the narrator the letter. When he is caught up in the Harlem riots, the racism almost kills him, as he is
being sought by Ras and other enemies. He invites the narrator to join the Brotherhood and sets him up as
spokesman of the Harlem District, then expels him for being "an opportunist. Once the narrator joins their
group, he leads them into looting the materials needed for the fire and carries out the building's destruction. He
is smart enough to know when a good thing has happened to him; the stories he tells to the press bring him
much attention and sympathy. Sybil The wife of another Brotherhood member George. The narrator keeps the
link with him at all times. Because their significance depends solely on how the narrator chooses to see them,
none can be clearly designated as major or minor characters. Without his uniform on, however, he is not able
to keep control of the group. Any gains from his crimes are useless to him. Tatlock and the narrator are final
contestants in the bloody boxing match, which results in a temporary deadlock. Bledsoe destroys the dream to
promote his own selfish interests. He opens the narrator's eyes to a new meaning of identity and cynicism. He
also tells him about the job opening at the Liberty Paint Factory. Mary Rambo The kindly, black Southern
woman who cares for the narrator after his release from the factory hospital. He is the one who notices
darkness through a torn pant leg where he should ideally be seeing some pink flesh. There is a spark of hope
that he will be able to successfully handle his future life because he has fully analyzed and discarded his past.
The villagers think that he is very peculiar, especially because there are suddenly weird break-ins and a lot of
robberies start happening in the village. She nurtures his black identity and urges him to become active in the
fight for racial equality. The narrator's dream in which the grandfather prophetizes that the narrator will be
kept running surfaces many times in the narrator's later life as he realizes that he has been blindly running
from himself all of his life. So pleased by the scholarship, the narrator holds no resentment toward the
superintendent.


